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1. Introduction and motivation 2. Symmetry Analysis

Ni

• Modern theory of bulk orbital magnetization:

➢ 𝑘-space formula involving Berry connections of Bloch 

functions

➢Valid for insulators, metals, Chern insulators

• Recent efforts are focused on deriving surface 

analogs of bulk quantities:

➢Surface anomalous Hall conductivity

➢Edge polarizations and surface quadrupoles

• For systems with no bulk orbital magnetization:
➢When is a surface orbital magnetization defined?

➢How may we compute it?

➢We ignore spin magnetization

• Hinge current as signature of facet magnetization:
➢Magnetizations of adjacent surface facets generate hinge 

currents

➢Generally, only differences of surface magnetizations are well-

defined

A symmetry analysis is conducted to determine 

when magnetizations on individual surface 

facets are well-defined.

3. Local marker for magnetization

• Background:

➢Magnetization may be expressed via a trace involving the single-particle density 

matrix (ground state projector) 𝑃 (𝑄 = 1−𝑃)

➢ Tracing over position space generates a local marker for magnetization:

➢Can the local marker be used to compute surface magnetization?

Surface magnetization and the local marker:

➢ Coarse-grained (sliding window) average of local markers at a surface should yield 

surface magnetization

➢ Cyclic permutations of trace expression generate different local markers – “trace 

projections”:

➢ Trace projections should agree when θ𝐶𝑆 is quantized

➢ Magnetizations on adjacent facets should yield the correct hinge current

or
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• Surface magnetization is well-defined 

for systems with a quantized Chern-

Simons axion coupling:

• θ𝐶𝑆 is invariant modulo 2π under 

unitary mixing of occupied bands

• In pseudo-scalar symmetric systems

θ𝐶𝑆 is quantized, i.e. θ𝐶𝑆 = 0, π

(Berry connection)

4. Tight-binding model and calculations

Layers of topologically trivial Haldane models with 

alternating signs of magnetization are coupled by 

interlayer hoppings between identical sublattices.

θ𝐶𝑆 is quantized by tuning 𝑡3
′ to match 𝑡3.

Top view, with sublattices and 

in-plane hoppings indicated
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Surface geometry

The hinge current 𝐼𝐿𝐵 is 

found from a coarse-

graining average of 

microscopic TB currents 

on the edge of an infinite 

rod (along 𝑥) of TB 

model, cross-section 

shown above

5. Summary

• Surface magnetization is well-defined 

in the presence of a quantized axion 

coupling

• The local marker allows for a 

computation of the surface 

magnetization for quantized θ𝐶𝑆; all 

trace projections agree

• Not all trace projections agree on 

the value of the hinge current for 

generic θ𝐶𝑆. Why? 
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Examples

Hinge current from the 

difference in surface 

magnetizations. Enlarged 

panel demonstrates that 

not all trace projections 

yield the correct hinge 

current, except when θ𝐶𝑆
is quantized  

Below, 𝑡3 is set to 0.1

Results for surface 

magnetization using 

various trace projections. 

The trace projections 

agree on a single value 

when θ𝐶𝑆 is quantized 

1. Check that the bulk magnetization vanishes

2. Construct a geometry respecting a chosen 

symmetry element

3. Check if a surface magnetization can be 

found

Given a bulk symmetry group 𝐺, we perform 

the series of steps outlined on the right:

In general settings, adding a constant 

to the surface magnetizations leaves 

the hinge current unchanged
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Only the macroscopic 

average of the 

marker has physical 

meaning


